
3 YEAR LL.B-2020 : PROVISIONAL ANSWER KEY

Question1:-Choose the word nearest in meaning to the word given in capital letters GINORMOUS
        A:-Charming
        B:-Gigantic
        C:-Bewildered
        D:-Frivolous
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question2:-Choose the word nearest in meaning to the word given in capital letters TACITURN
        A:-Tactical
        B:-Outspoken
        C:-Massive
        D:-Reserved
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question3:-Choose the word nearest in meaning to the word given in capital letters JACOSE
        A:-Humorous
        B:-Adamant
        C:-Ignorant
        D:-Jobless
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question4:-Choose the word nearest in meaning to the word given in capital letters PRATTLE
        A:-Predict
        B:-Violent
        C:-Blether
        D:-Attract
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question5:-Choose the word nearest in meaning to the word given in capital letters SUPPLICATE
        A:-Provoke
        B:-Entreat
        C:-Deliver
        D:-Enjoy
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question6:-Choose the word nearest in meaning to the word given in capital letters HEDGE
        A:-Example
        B:-Harm
        C:-Protection
        D:-Gracious
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question7:-Choose the word nearest in meaning to the word given in capital letters QUIBBLE
        A:-Quickly
        B:-Shiver
        C:-Evacuate
        D:-Argument
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question8:-Find out the correct preposition:

He is tired …………… waiting
        A:-from
        B:-of
        C:-by
        D:-with
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question9:-Find out the correct preposition

They were travelling ......... that bus.
        A:-in

        B:-by

        C:-on

        D:-under
        Correct Answer:- Option-C https://exams.freshersnow.com/category/entrance-exam-question-papers/ 



Question10:-Find out the correct preposition

He slept …………… five o’ clock 
  
        A:-till

        B:-to

        C:-by

        D:-from
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question11:-Find out the correct preposition

We take delight …………… hunting

  
        A:-for

        B:-on

        C:-in 

        D:-by
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question12:-Find out the correct preposition

You should abide …………… the rules

   
        A:-in

        B:-at

        C:-with 

        D:-by
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question13:-Find out the correct preposition

Raju invited him …………… the dinner 

  
        A:-to  

        B:-in

        C:-at 

        D:-for
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question14:-Find out the correct preposition

He has no zest …………… cricket

  
        A:-to 

        B:-in

        C:-at 

        D:-for
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question15:-Choose the nearest one word from among the alternatives given below:

Evidence that proves that a person was in another place at the time of a crime

  
        A:-alimony
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        B:-alibi    

        C:-cynic

        D:-acquit
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question16:-Choose the nearest one word from among the alternatives given below:

A speech without preparation is known as 

   
        A:-utopia 

        B:-inflation

        C:-extempore

        D:-awe
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question17:-Choose the nearest one word from among the alternatives given below:

A person between 70-79 years is known as 

   
        A:-hexagenarian

        B:-nonagenarian 

        C:-octogenarian

        D:-septuagenarian
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question18:-Choose the nearest one word from among the alternatives given below:

A person who leaves his religion is known as 

   
        A:-apostate  
        B:-ennui
  
        C:-optimist   
        D:-namesake
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question19:-Choose the nearest one word from among the alternatives given below:

One who is unable to pay his debt is 

   
        A:-quack

        B:-credulous

        C:-entrepreneur

        D:-bankrupt
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question20:-Choose the nearest one word from among the alternatives given below:

One who lends money with high rate of interest is known as 

   
        A:-lender    
        B:-usurer
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        C:-miser  

        D:-spendthrift
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question21:-Choose the nearest one word from among the alternatives given below:

The ability to stay calm in different situations 
   
        A:-knack

        B:-resilient 

        C:-sangfroid

        D:-halcyon
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question22:-Fill up the sentence with the most appropriate words from the four choices given below 

His …………….. behaviour attracted every one 

   
        A:-descent

        B:-decent 

        C:-dissent

        D:-none
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question23:-Fill up the sentence with the most appropriate words from the four choices given below

Her …………….. is impressive 

   
        A:-Ascend

        B:-Assent 

        C:-Accent 

        D:-None
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question24:-Fill up the sentence with the most appropriate words from the four choices given below 

The …………….. was given to the voters

   
        A:-ballot

        B:-ballet

        C:-belot 

        D:-balet
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question25:-Fill up the sentence with the most appropriate words from the four choices given below

You need a good ……………..

   
        A:-council

        B:-councel 

        C:-counsell
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        D:-counsel
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question26:-Fill up the sentence with the most appropriate words from the four choices given below 

This is the …………….. for the hospital 

   
        A:-cite

        B:-site 

        C:-sight

        D:-none
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question27:-Find out the word which is nearest to the opposite in meaning to the key word given in capitals
 

QUERULOUS
        A:-Contented 

        B:-Bright

        C:-Dispute

        D:-Famous
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question28:-Find out the word which is nearest to the opposite in meaning to the key word given in capitals

CACOPHONOUS
        A:-Large

        B:-Aggravate

        C:-Inflexible

        D:-Melodious
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question29:-Find out the word which is nearest to the opposite in meaning to the key word given in capitals

FLAGITIOUS
        A:-Ignorant 

        B:-Direct

        C:-Innocent

        D:-Charming
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question30:-Find out the word which is nearest to the opposite in meaning to the key word given in capitals

KNOWLEDGE

   
        A:-illiteracy

        B:-backwardness

        C:-foolishness 

        D:-ignorance
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question31:-Find out the word which is nearest to the opposite in meaning to the key word given in capitals
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INDISCREET
        A:-Conceit

        B:-Prudent

        C:-Honest

        D:-Brave
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question32:-Find out the word which is nearest to the opposite in meaning to the key word given in capitals

EXODUS

        A:-Return

        B:-Deny

        C:-Restoration

        D:-Influx
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question33:-Find out the word which is nearest to the opposite in meaning to the key word given in capitals

MODESTY

   
        A:-humble

        B:-timid 

        C:-mean

        D:-vanity
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question34:-Identify the meaning of the idiom or phrase from the choices given below

The expression ‘get away’ means

   
        A:-surrender

        B:-escape

        C:-explode

        D:-begin
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question35:-Identify the meaning of the idiom or phrase from the choices given below

The expression ‘bring down’ means

   
        A:-increase

        B:-recover

        C:-reduce

        D:-win
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question36:- Identify the meaning of the idiom or phrase from the choices given below

The expression ‘fall off’ means
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        A:-reach

        B:-delay

        C:-pass

        D:-decline
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question37:-Identify the meaning of the idiom or phrase from the choices given below

The expression ‘take after’ means

  
        A:-resemble

        B:-oppose

        C:-stop

        D:-solve
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question38:-Identify the meaning of the idiom or phrase from the choices given below

The expression ‘go along with’ means

   
        A:-destroy   

        B:-happen

        C:-support

        D:-open
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question39:-Convert the sentence given in the question into indirect speech

Kiran asked me, 'Did you meet John yesterday?’
       
        A:-Kiran asked whether I met John yesterday.

        B:-Kiran asked me whether I had met John the day before.

        C:-Kiran asked me did I meet John the day before.

        D:-Kiran asked me whether I had met John yesterday.
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question40:-Convert the sentence given in the question into indirect speech

I said to him, 'Why are you working so hard?’
  
        A:-I told him why are you working so hard

        B:-I asked him why he was working so hard

        C:-I asked him why he is working so hard.

        D:-I asked him why had he been working so hard
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question41:-Convert the sentence given in the question into indirect speech

The customer said to the tailor, 'Will you have the suit ready by tomorrow evening?'
  
        A:-The customer asked the tailor if he would have the suit ready by the next evening.

        B:-The customer asked the tailor that he would have the suit ready by the next evening.
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        C:-The customer asked the tailor if he would have the suit ready by tomorrow evening.

        D:-The customer asked the tailor would he have the suit ready by the next evening.
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question42:-Convert the sentence given in the question into indirect speech

The teacher said to the boy, 'Congratulations! Wish you all the best!'
   
        A:-The teacher congratulated the boy and told him wish you all the best.

        B:-The teacher said congratulations and all the best to the boy.

        C:-The teacher congratulated the boy and wished him all the best.

        D:-The teacher said congratulations to the boy and wished him all the best.
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question43:-Convert the sentence given in the question into indirect speech

Kabir said to Aditi, 'Could you lend me a hundred rupees?'
 
        A:-Kabir asked Aditi if she could lend me a hundred rupees.

        B:-Kabir asked Aditi if she could lend him a hundred rupees.

        C:-Kabir asked Aditi could you lend me a hundred rupees.

        D:-Kabir asked Aditi if he could lend her a hundred rupees.
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question44:-Find out the incorrectly spelt word

 
        A:-Voracious

        B:-Hoggish

        C:-Enthusiastic

        D:-Astronemic
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question45:-Find out the incorrectly spelt word
        A:-Chaufeur

        B:-Prodigy

        C:-Dexterity

        D:-Intrepidity
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question46:-Find out the incorrectly spelt word

        A:-Plausible

        B:-Sureotitious

        C:-Flagrant

        D:-Transparent
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question47:-Find out the incorrectly spelt word
        A:-Scandelous

        B:-Appeasement

        C:-Innocuous

        D:-Hindrance https://exams.freshersnow.com/category/entrance-exam-question-papers/ 



        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question48:-Find out the incorrectly spelt word

        A:-Impregnable

        B:-Impostar

        C:-Improbable

        D:-Implausible
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question49:-Identify the meaning of the foreign word ‘Au Courant’

   
        A:-face to face

        B:-other way around 

        C:-in private

        D:-well-informed
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question50:-Identify the meaning of the foreign word ‘Billet doux’

   
        A:-good in nature

        B:-official letter

        C:-love letter 

        D:-in private
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question51:-Identify the meaning of the foreign word ‘Numero Uno’

   
        A:-number one

        B:-face to face

        C:-roll number

        D:-about
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question52:-The word ‘De-facto’ means 
   
        A:-in actual fact    

        B:-at all costs

        C:-good nature

        D:-false report
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question53:-The word ‘et al’ means 
   
        A:-all others

        B:-by the people 

        C:-and others

        D:-none of these
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question54:-The word ‘carcass’ means

  
        A:-dead body of birds
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        B:-dead body of animal 

        C:-dead body of men

        D:-none of these
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question55:-The word ‘sub judice’ means 
   
        A:-High Court

        B:-private conservation 

        C:-under judicial consideration

        D:-the existing condition
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question56:-Read the following passage and answer by choosing the correct alternatives given

Pure water lacks taste and smell. All living things need water in order to survive. 40% to 90% of the weight of all organisms is water. O
human being is 60% water, most of which is contained in the cells, which need water to live. The human body uses water to remove w
throughout the body. Ancient philosophers thought of water as a true building block by which all other liquids are measured until the la
chemist by the name of Cavendish made water by using a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen. We now know that water is 2 parts hydrog
our universe, and 1 part oxygen, the element that we breathe in order to survive. 

How does water help your body?
        A:-It provides you oxygen

        B:-It transport nutrients

        C:-It heals cuts

        D:-It protects you from sunburn
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question57:-Read the following passage and answer by choosing the correct alternatives given
Pure water lacks taste and smell. All living things need water in order to survive. 40% to 90% of the weight of all organisms is water. O
human being is 60% water, most of which is contained in the cells, which need water to live. The human body uses water to remove w
throughout the body. Ancient philosophers thought of water as a true building block by which all other liquids are measured until the la
chemist by the name of Cavendish made water by using a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen. We now know that water is 2 parts hydrog
our universe, and 1 part oxygen, the element that we breathe in order to survive. 

…………….. is the most abundant element in universe

        A:-water
        B:-oxygen

        C:-hydrogen

        D:-carbon dioxide
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question58:-Read the following passage and answer by choosing the correct alternatives given
Pure water lacks taste and smell. All living things need water in order to survive. 40% to 90% of the weight of all organisms is water. O
human being is 60% water, most of which is contained in the cells, which need water to live. The human body uses water to remove w
throughout the body. Ancient philosophers thought of water as a true building block by which all other liquids are measured until the la
chemist by the name of Cavendish made water by using a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen. We now know that water is 2 parts hydrog
our universe, and 1 part oxygen, the element that we breathe in order to survive. 

Find out the word from the passage which means ‘existing in large quantities’
        A:-ancient
        B:-transport

        C:-abundant

        D:-building block
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question59:-Read the following passage and answer by choosing the correct alternatives given
Pure water lacks taste and smell. All living things need water in order to survive. 40% to 90% of the weight of all organisms is water. O
human being is 60% water, most of which is contained in the cells, which need water to live. The human body uses water to remove w
throughout the body. Ancient philosophers thought of water as a true building block by which all other liquids are measured until the lahttps://exams.freshersnow.com/category/entrance-exam-question-papers/ 



chemist by the name of Cavendish made water by using a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen. We now know that water is 2 parts hydrog
our universe, and 1 part oxygen, the element that we breathe in order to survive. 

Find out the antonym of ‘cease’
        A:-measured
        B:-remove

        C:-transport

        D:-survive
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question60:-Read the following passage and answer by choosing the correct alternatives given
Pure water lacks taste and smell. All living things need water in order to survive. 40% to 90% of the weight of all organisms is water. O
human being is 60% water, most of which is contained in the cells, which need water to live. The human body uses water to remove w
throughout the body. Ancient philosophers thought of water as a true building block by which all other liquids are measured until the la
chemist by the name of Cavendish made water by using a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen. We now know that water is 2 parts hydrog
our universe, and 1 part oxygen, the element that we breathe in order to survive. 

Which of the following is true ?

        A:-human cells do not need water
        B:-all living things need water to survive

        C:-pure water has taste and smell

        D:-none of these
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question61:-How many prime numbers are less than 30?
        A:-14

        B:-12

        C:-10

        D:-8
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question62:-The smallest three digit perfect square is
        A:-120

        B:-144

        C:-125

        D:-100
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question63:-Statement: Should the social networking sites totally ban the registration of minors?
Arguments:

I:    Yes, the minors are easily distracted by such websites
II:   No, It help the minors exercise their freedom of speech and expression as they voice their opinion of such websites.

        A:-only argument I is strong

        B:- only argument II is strong

        C:- either I or II is strong

        D:- neither I nor II is strong
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question64:-K is L’s wife’s husband’s brother. M is the sister of K. N is the sister of L. How is K related to M.

        A:-Brother

        B:-Sister-in-law

        C:-Wife

        D:-Daughter
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question65:-Which of the number replace the question mark (?) :  
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2, 4, 12, 48, 240,  ?
        A:-480

        B:-980

        C:-1280

        D:-1440
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question66:-Sunday, Monday, Wednesday, Saturday, Wednesday, Monday, Sunday, _____. 

Which of the following best fits the blank

        A:-Tuesday

        B:-Saturday

        C:-Sunday

        D:-Thursday
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question67:-If SIR is written as PSPIPR, then MAN can be written as
        A:-PMPAPN

        B:-MANP

        C:-PMANP

        D:-MPANP
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question68:-Statement: No birds are lions but all ducks are birds

Conclusion:
     I.    Some birds are not ducks
    II.    Some ducks may be both birds and lions
   III.    Some ducks are lions
   IV.     No ducks are lions

Which of the following conclusions follow?
        A:-Both I and II follow
        B:-Only I follows

        C:-None follow

        D:-Only IV follows
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question69:-Four persons A, B, C,and D live in four houses which are Red, Green, Blue and Yellow in colour. A does not live adjacent
yellow house. The yellow house is adjacent to the green and the Red house. What is the colour of A’s house?

        A:-Blue

        B:-Red

        C:-Green

        D:-Can’t be determined
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question70:-There is a family party consisting of 2 fathers, 2 mothers, 2 sons, 1 father-in-law, 
1 mother-in-law, 1 daughter-in-law, 1 grandfather, 1 grandmother and 1 grandson. What is the minimum number of persons required s

        A:-9

        B:-5
        C:-12
        D:-None of these
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question71:-Rohan enters an elevator at a certain floor. Then the elevator moves up to 6 floors, down 4 floors, and up 3 floors. Rohan
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Rohan initially enter the elevator?

        A:-Floor 4

        B:-Floor 3

        C:-Floor 2

        D:-Floor 1
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question72:-Complete the following series

    5, 9, 15, ?, 33, 45, 59
        A:-23
        B:-22
        C:-20
        D:-24
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question73:-Following number series contains a wrong number. Find out that number

18, 46, 102, 212, 438, 886, 1782
        A:-102

        B:-46

        C:-212

        D:-438
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question74:-Find the missing number

    3, 9, 27, 81,  ?
        A:-210
        B:-243
        C:-162
        D:-324
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question75:-If SHIP is written as FUVC, then BOAT may be written as
        A:-OANH

        B:-OBMG

        C:-OBNG

        D:-None of these
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question76:-A Refrigerator and Wet Grinder together cost Rs. 30,000/-. The Refrigerator costs five times as much as the Wet Grinder
________

        A:-20,000

        B:-25,000

        C:-22,500

        D:-27,500
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question77:-The sum of three numbers is 132. If the first number be twice the second and third number be one-third of the first, then t
        A:-32
        B:-48
        C:-36
        D:-60
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question78:-Sum of first 15 multiples of 8 is
        A:-660

        B:-960

        C:-1060
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        D:-1300
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question79:-The average age of three girls is 15 years, if their ages are in the ratio 3:5:7, the age of youngest girl is

        A:-15 years

        B:-19 years

        C:-9 years

        D:-21 years
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question80:-The day after tomorrow is Jyothika’s birthday. Next week, the same day is the day of ‘Deepavali’. If yesterday was Sunda
‘Deepavali’?

        A:-Wednesday

        B:-Thursday

        C:-Monday 

        D:-Friday
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question81:-The perimeter of one face of a cube is 20 cm Its volume must be
        A:-400 cu.cm

        B:-1000 cu.cm

        C:-8000 cu.cm

        D:-125 cu. cm
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question82:-Red: Violence: White : ______
        A:-Martyr

        B:-Clean

        C:-Peace

        D:-Respect
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question83:-Modus Operandi: Mode of Operation    Prima facie: _________

        A:-On the first impression

        B:-Powers of police

        C:-At the first posting

        D:-Investigation completed
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question84:-Find the odd one out
        A:-Morality

        B:-Law

        C:-Court

        D:-Judge
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question85:-“Juice” is related to “drink” in the same way as “picture” is related to
        A:-Artist

        B:-See

        C:-Paint
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        D:-Art
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question86:-The advisory jurisdiction of Supreme Court is provided under _____ of the Constitution of India

        A:-Art.226

        B:-Art.143

        C:-Art.123

        D:-Art.124
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question87:-The extension of territorial waters of India is up to ________nautical miles

        A:-16
        B:-22
        C:-15
        D:-12
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question88:-Which state of India has a civil code which is common for all?

        A:-Nagaland

        B:-Mizoram

        C:-Goa

        D:-Sikkim
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question89:-Right to vote is a

        A:-Moral Right 

        B:-Common law Right

        C:-Fundamental Right 

        D:-Constitutional Right
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question90:-Dr.Ambedkar described this Article as the “Heart and Soul of the Constitution”

        A:-Art.21 

        B:-Art.32

        C:-Art.19

        D:-Art.20
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question91:-A Public Interest Litigation can be filed by

        A:-an aggrieved party

        B:-a social organization

        C:-any person with larger public interest

        D:-an Advocate
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question92:-A theft can only be  against

        A:-Movable property

        B:-Both movable and immovable property

        C:-Immovable property

        D:-Movable or immovable property
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        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question93:-When a convict is temporarily released from a prison for a fixed period of time, it is called

        A:-Bail 

        B:-Parole

        C:-Discharge

        D:-Acquittal
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question94:-The stages of crime, are

        A:-Intention, Preparation and Commission

        B:-Intention and Commission

        C:-Intention, Attempt and Commission

        D:-Intention, Preparation, Attempt and Commission
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question95:-A locks B in his room, thus not allowing B to move beyond the circumscribing limits of four walls of the room. What offenc

        A:-Wrongful restraint

        B:-Unlawful detention

        C:-Wrongful confinement

        D:-Kidnapping
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question96:-Dishonestly has been defined in _____ of Indian Penal Code

        A:-S.27

        B:-S.26

        C:-S.23 

        D:-S.24
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question97:-Cyber Terrorism is an offence punishable under

        A:-Indian Penal Code

        B:-POTA

        C:-Information Technology Act

        D:-TADA
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question98:-When an offer is directed towards a single person or a selected group of persons it is called a

        A:-General Offer

        B:-Specific Offer

        C:-Counter-offer

        D:-Cross offer
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question99:-Assertion (A) :A person claims compensation for his non-gratuitous act

Reason (R): A person who enjoys benefit from lawful, non-gratuitous act of another must compensate even though there is no contrac

        A:-Both A and R are individually true and R is the correct explanation of A
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        B:-Both A and R are individually true and R is not the correct explanation of A

        C:-A is true but R is false

        D:-A is false but R is true
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question100:-Consideration is defined in ______of Indian Contract Act, 1872

        A:-S.2(d)

        B:-S.2(a)

        C:-S.2 (c)

        D:-S.2(b)
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question101:-A wagering contract is

        A:-voidable

        B:-void

        C:-valid

        D:-illegal
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question102:-Liquidated Damages means

        A:-Damages which are specified    

        B:-Compensation    

        C:-Unspecified damages    

        D:-None of the above   
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question103:-An object for consideration shall be

        A:-lawful    

        B:-legal

        C:-not unlawful    

        D:-none of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question104:-The principle ‘damnum sine injuria’ is expressed in the case

        A:-Gloucester Grammar School Case

        B:-Donoughe .v. Stevenson

        C:-Ashby.v. White

        D:-Rylands.v. Fletcher
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question105:-Remedies in Tort does not include

        A:-Damages    

        B:-Monetary Compensation

        C:-Injunction    

        D:-Punishment
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question106:-Where a person commits a smaller tort in order to avert the happening of a bigger tragedy in good faith, it is called as
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        A:-Act of God    

        B:-Necessity

        C:-Inevitable Accident    

        D:-Vicarious Liability
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question107:-An interference in a peaceful enjoyment of one’s property is

        A:-Nuisance     

        B:-Negligence 

        C:-Accident    

        D:-Intention
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question108:-The act of unlawful entering into another’s property constitutes

        A:-Encroachment     

        B:-Restraint

        C:-Trespass    

        D:-Appropriation
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question109:-When a person does an act or shares some information, directly relatable to the plaintiff, which causes a shock or a men
constitutes

        A:-Nervous shock    

        B:-Battery 

        C:-Assault     

        D:-Defamation
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question110:-The Theory of Utility was propounded by

        A:-Roscoe Pound    

        B:-Jeremy Bentham

        C:-Henry Maine    

        D:-Rawls
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question111:-The fair and equitable distribution of rights and obligations, is known as_____

        A:-Law     

        B:-Justice 

        C:-Legislation     

        D:-None of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question112:- _________is a source of law

        A:-Precedent    

        B:-Religion

        C:-Media     
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        D:-None of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question113:-Stare Decisis means the previous judgment shall be

        A:-Substituted     

        B:-Overruled 

        C:-Upheld     

        D:-None of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question114:-Ownership is the _______recognition of a claim

        A:-de facto

        B:-ipso facto

        C:-de jure 

        D:-per se
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question115:-The theories of punishment are

        A:-4 in number

        B:-5 in number

        C:-3 in number

        D:-2 in number
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question116:-The Constitutionality of the Anti-Defection Law has been upheld by the Supreme Court in the case of: 

   
        A:-S.R. Bommai Vs. Union of India    

        B:-Kihota Hollohan Vs. Zachillhu    

        C:-Keshav Sing Vs. Speaker     

        D:-S.P. Gupta Vs. Union of India
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question117:-The 9th Schedule of the Constitution was added by:  
      
   
        A:-42nd Amendment      

        B:-1st Amendment        

        C:-76th Amendment      

        D:-86th Amendment
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question118:-Which provision of the Constitution of India deals with the supervisory jurisdiction of the High Court?    
  
        A:-Article 226 A       

 
        B:-Article 226         

        C:-Article 227       

        D:-Article 228
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question119:-Which House of the Parliament prefers charge for impeachment of the President?
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        A:-House of People       

        B:-Council of States        

        C:-Either House of Parliament       

        D:-Both Houses of Parliament
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question120:-Which of the following is not an exception to right to freedom of religion?       
     
        A:-Public Order       

 
        B:-Morality     

        C:-Health         

        D:-Security of nation
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question121:-By which Constitutional Amendment Act was the number of Loksabha seats increased from 525 to 545?       
       
        A:-The Fourty-Second Amendment Act 1976         

        B:-The Thirty-First Amendment Act 1973        

        C:-The Twentieth Amendment Act, 1966      

        D:-The Fourty-Fourth Amendment Act, 1978
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question122:-The decision in Kihoto Hollohan v. Zachillhu is an example of the application of the doctrine of:    
          
        A:-Eclipse        

        B:-Severability        

        C:-Colourable Legislation     

        D:-Pith and Substance
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question123:-The review powers of the Apex Court of India is described in Article –    

       
        A:-Article 136    

        B:-Article 137        
 
        C:-Article 138         

        D:-Article 139
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question124:-Who determines the question whether a member of LokSabha has become subject to disqualification on the ground of d
Schedule of the Constitution –    
 
       
        A:-The Speaker of Lok Sabha     

        B:-The Election Commission of India        

        C:-The members of LokSabha       

        D:-Special Committee formed by the Parliament for this purpose
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question125:-The “Equal protection of Laws” in Article 14 has been taken from – 

      
        A:-British Constitution      

        B:-Canadian Constitution         
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        C:-American Constitution         

        D:-Irish Constitution
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question126:-The Supreme Court recognized the transgender as a third gender in the case –      
        
        A:-Indian Lawyers Association v. Union of India    

        B:-Union Liberty Fundamental Rights v. Union of India

        C:-Naz Foundation v. Union of India       

        D:-National Legal Services Authority and others v. Union of India
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question127:-Which one of the following Articles of the Constitution of India ensures the continuance of Pre Constitutional Laws?        
   
        A:-Article 13(1) 

        B:-Article 372       

        C:-Article 13(2)        

        D:-Article 373 
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question128:-Under Indian Constitution, which is not included in freedom to manage religious affairs?  
      
      
        A:-To establish and maintain institutions for charitable and religious purposes        

     
        B:-To own and acquire immovable property    

        C:-To manage its own affairs in matters of religion        

        D:- To construct religious place on government land 
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question129:-Article 262 of the Constitution provides for –  
     
        A:-Interstate Council       
 
      
        B:-Public Acts and Records        
 
        C:-Union’s jurisdiction over territories outside India         

        D:-Adjudication of disputes relating to waters
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question130:-In India, Money Bill is certified by –        

   
        A:-Prime Minister        

        B:-President        

        C:-Speaker        

        D:-Finance Minister 
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question131:-President’s Rule under Article 356 of Constitution remains valid in the State for the maximum period of ?        
        A:-One year      

        B:-Two year         

        C:-One month        

        D:-Six months
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question132:-Rajya Sabha can withhold Money Bill for a period of        
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        A:-14 days     

        B:-1 month     

        C:-3 months       

        D:-6 months
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question133:-As per Article 22(4) no detention of any person is possible without the permission of the Advisory Board for a period exc
     
        A:-Three months       

        B:-One month      

        C:-Two month        

        D:-No such period
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question134:-As per Article 21A, the state shall provide free and compulsory education to all children of the age :         
   
        A:-Six to ten years of age         

 
        B:-Six to twelve years of age         

        C:-Six to eight years of age        

        D:-Six to fourteen years of age
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question135:-Who among the following focused on the three main attributes of ownership; namely, indefinite user, unrestricted dispos
     
        A:-John Austin     

        B:-John Salmond         

        C:-Jeremy Bentham     

        D:-Kelsen
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question136:-Which of the following sections of Indian Contract Act,1872 were repealed by the Sale of goods Act,1930 ?

        A:-Sections (75 to 132)

        B:-Sections (76 to 123)

        C:-Sections (239 to 266)

        D:-Sections (76 to 122)
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question137:-Section 239 to 266 of the Indian Contract Act 1872 were repealed and replaced by the ____________ ?

        A:-Sale of goods Act 1930

        B:-Partnership Act 1932

        C:-Specific relief Act 1963

        D:-Negotiable instrument Act 1881
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question138:-The doctrine of privity of contract means ________ ?

        A:-A stranger to a contract can sue

        B:-A stranger to a contract cannot sue

        C:-A voidable contract
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        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question139:-Who said "Contract is an agreement creating and defining obligation between the parties"?

        A:-Bentham

        B:-Austin

        C:-Salmond

        D:-Pollock
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question140:-Possession of a material object is called __________ ?

        A:-Incorporeal possession

        B:-Corporeal possession

        C:-Mediate possession

        D:-Immediate possession
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question141:-The rule in Pinnel's case relates to ________ ?

        A:-Minor's contract

        B:-Coercion

        C:-Part performance

        D:-Wagering agreements
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question142:-When the provisions of the Indian Contract Act 1872 are not inconsistent with any usage or custom or trade, then
        A:-usage or custom of trade will prevail

        B:-Contract Act will prevail

        C:-Both A and B

        D:-Not clearly stated in Indian Contract Act
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question143:-Starting point of an agreement is
        A:-Advertisement

        B:-Invitation to offer

        C:-Proposal

        D:-Acceptance
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question144:-The process of making a proposal is completed, when _______ ?
        A:-Offer is complete

        B:-Acceptance is complete

        C:-Agreement is complete

        D:-Communication is complete
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question145:-Section 2(b) of the Indian Contract Act 1872, defines _________?
        A:-Proposal

        B:-Promise

        C:-Promiser

        D:-Promisee
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question146:-Principle:Under Indian Constitution, nobody can be convicted twice for the same offence.
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Facts : Hari, a student of  a private college assaulted a staff member and injured him grievously. For this offence, he was rusticated fro
police arrested him and charge-sheeted him for causing grievious hurt. Hari pleads that he is being convicted for the same offence twi
 

        A:-Hari should not be punished twice for same offence.

        B:-Hari has not committed an intentional crime. He should be acquitted as rustication is itself enough punishment.

        C:-Hari cannot plead double conviction as the two authorities are different.

        D:-Hari is not yet convicted as only a court can convict and rustication from college does not amount to conviction.
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question147:-Principle : No private person should be allowed to take the administration of criminal justice out of the hands of the judg

Facts : Raju heard the sound from his neighbour’s house that a thief has entered into his neighbour’s house and stabbed his neighbou
saw his neighbor succumbed to death. Raju ran towards the running thief and captured him by his arms and roped him to a pole on th
the help of his friend took the thief to local police station.

        A:-Raju can be prosecuted because he had no authority to arrest the thief.
        B:-Raju cannot be prosecuted because he has not taken law in to his hand but helped the police.

        C:-Raju can be prosecuted because he has taken law in to his hand.
        D:-Raju cannot be prosecuted because he has not stabbed the thief.
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question148:-Principle : Every agreement in restraint of marriage of any person other than a minor is void. 

Fact : John and Rani  were lovers and wanted to marry each other. But their parents  opposed their relationship and they were compe
they shall not marry each other. Thereafter both of them fled away from home and solemnized their marriage.
        A:-Their marriage is void as they have violated their agreement.
        B:-Their marriage is voidable.

        C:-Their marriage is valid despite the violation of the agreement executed by them.

        D:-Their marriage is invalid till it is accepted by their parents.
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question149:-Principle : Any person may use reasonable force in order to protect his property or person. However , the force employ
apprehended danger.

Fact:  Manu was walking on a road.  Asif  came with a knife and said to Manu “ I will kill you give me your purse”. Manu pulled out his 
Manu shot Asif on his legs.
        A:-Manu  will not be punished as there was danger to his property.

        B:-Manu  will not  be punished  as the force he used was proportionate to the apprehended injury.

        C:-Manu  will  be punished  as the force he used was not  proportionate to the apprehended injury

        D:-None of the Above.
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question150:-Principle: Theft is taking away of a movable property out of owner’s possession with dishonest intention without owner’

Fact : A dishonestly  cuts down a tree on B’s possession without B’s consent. What Offence A had Committed ?

        A:-A had committed no offence.

        B:-A had committed the offence of theft.

        C:-A had committed the offence of Cheating.

        D:-A had committed the  offence of Mischief
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question151:-Principle: Whoever, intending to take dishonestly any movable property out of the possession of any person without tha
property in order to such taking, is said to have committed theft.

Facts: Rajiv was in the habit of flying kites. One day while flying his kite, Pawan, his neighbour, with the intent to capture Rajiv’s kite, u
Pawan’s kite. When Rajiv’s kite was cut Pawan went and captured it but Rajiv complained to the police.
        A:-Pawan’s act shall not constitute theft
        B:-Pawan has committed theft https://exams.freshersnow.com/category/entrance-exam-question-papers/ 



        C:-Pawan’s act shall constitute theft at the point he captured the kite

        D:-Pawan’s act shall constitute theft from the point he cut Rajiv’s kite
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question152:-Principle: Nothing is an offence which is done by a person who at the time of doing it by reason of unsoundness of mind
nature of the act, or that he is doing what is either wrong or contrary to law.

Facts: Amit, out of frustration, decides to commit suicide. His attempt is thwarted and when asked he says he was too depressed to liv
thought-out decision to commit suicide.
        A:-Amit is guilty of the offence of attempt to commit suicide
        B:-Amit is not guilty as he failed in his attempt to commit suicide

        C:-Amit cannot be held to be guilty as he was depressed and not in a normal state of mind.

        D:-None of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question153:-Assertion (A): The Constitution of India is federal in nature but unitary in spirit.

Reasoning (R): The division of powers under the constitutional scheme gives Union the supremacy and also ensures the Union super
conflict.
        A:-Both A and R are individually true and R is the correct explanation of A.
        B:-Both A and R are individually true but R is not the correct explanation of A.

        C:-A is true but R is false.

        D:-A is false but R is true.
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question154:-Assertion (A): Parliament has the power to impeach the judges and some senior members of the Executive.

Reasoning (R): A separation of powers regime requires that the judiciary, executive and legislature remain separate in their functionin
        A:-Both A and R are individually true and R is the correct explanation of A.
        B:-Both A and R are individually true but R is not the correct explanation of A.

        C:-A is true but R is false.

        D:-A is false but R is true.
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question155:-Arjun  borrowed a bicycle from his friend John, promising to return the same within one month. He failed to fulfill the pro
spend the money for his own use. What offence, if any, Arjun  committed ?
    
   
        A:-Arjun is guilty of the offence of  theft.
   
        B:-Arjun is guilty of the offence of  criminal misappropriation
  
        C:-Arjun is guilty of the offence of  breach of trust
   
        D:-Arjun is guilty of the offence of  cheating
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question156:-In which year did Mizoram was granted Indian statehood
        A:-1982

        B:-1992

        C:-1987

        D:-1997
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question157:-The Capital of Telangana is
        A:-Amaravathi

        B:-Hyderabad

        C:-Vijayawada

        D:-Secunderabad
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question158:-ICC Women’s T20 World Cup, 2020 is held at
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        B:-Australia

        C:-South Africa

        D:-England
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question159:-The winner of Australian Open Tennis Men’s Singles in 2020
        A:-Dominic Thiem

        B:-Novak Djokovic

        C:-Rafael Nadal

        D:-Roger Federer
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question160:-The line demarcating the boundaries of India and China is known as
        A:-Radcliff Line

        B:-Line of Control

        C:-Mc Mohan Line

        D:-Durand Line
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question161:-The number of states in India is
        A:-28
        B:-29
        C:-27
        D:-31
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question162:-The fastest planet to revolve around the sun is
        A:-Venus

        B:-Jupiter

        C:-Mars

        D:-Mercury
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question163:-The World’s first airport to fully run on solar power
        A:-Zurich (Switzerland)

        B:-Kochi (India)

        C:-Vancouever (US)

        D:-Dubai (UAE)
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question164:-India has largest deposits of ______in the world
        A:-Copper

        B:-Gold

        C:-Silver

        D:-Mica
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question165:-With which country does India share the largest border
        A:-China

        B:-Nepal

        C:-Bangladesh

        D:-Pakistan
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
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        A:-Mogadishu

        B:-Harare

        C:-Reykjavik

        D:-Toronto
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question167:-Zagreb is the capital of
        A:-Croatia

        B:-Czech Republic

        C:-Zambia 

        D:-Ethiopia
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question168:-Scotland is known as
        A:-Land of rising sun

        B:-Land of Cakes

        C:-Land of Milk

        D:-Land of Chocolates
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question169:-Which state is known as the ‘spice garden’ of India
        A:-Punjab

        B:-Uttarpradesh

        C:-Jammu and Kashmir

        D:-Kerala
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question170:-The first newspaper to be published in India is
        A:-Bengal Chronicle

        B:-Bombay Samachar

        C:-Bengal Gazette

        D:-The Hindu
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question171:-Which one of the following may be called a ‘political’ cause of the revolt of 1857
        A:-The religious disabilities Act of 1856

        B:-Lord Dalhousie’s annexation policy

        C:-The Subsidiary alliance system of Lord Wellesly

        D:-Low pay and poor prospects of the Sepoys
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question172:-“Swaraj is my Birth right”- who said this?
        A:-Jawaharlal Nehru

        B:-M.K.Gandhi

        C:-BalGangadhar Tilak

        D:-Subash Chandra Bose
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question173:-The system of diarchy, decentralisation and bicameral legislature was introduced in India by

        A:-Constitution of India, 1950

        B:-Government of India Act,1919

        C:-Government of India Act,1935
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        D:-Indian Councils Act, 1909
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question174:-When did JallianwalaBagh Massacre took place
        A:-13th April 1919

        B:-13th May 1919

        C:-13th April 1918

        D:-13th May 1918
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question175:-Which of the following is a direct tax
        A:-Sales Tax

        B:-Income Tax

        C:-Excise duty

        D:-None of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question176:-The Reserve Bank of India was established in the year
        A:-1858

        B:-1947

        C:-1935

        D:-1950
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question177:-SEBI means
        A:-Securities and Exchange Board of India 

        B:-Securities and Economic Board of India

        C:-Sale and Exchange Board of India

        D:-None of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question178:-The branch of medicine concerned with the study of cancer is
        A:-Pathology

        B:-Cardiology

        C:-Physiology

        D:-Oncology
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question179:-Which is the only degenerative organ in human body?
        A:-Liver

        B:-Brain

        C:-Pancreas

        D:-Lungs
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question180:-What does airbag, used for safety of car drivers contain
        A:-Sodium Nitrite

        B:-Sodium Bicarbonate

        C:-Sodium Azide

        D:-Sodium Peroxide
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question181:-Which part of human body is completely devoid of blood supply
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        B:-Brain 

        C:-Cornea

        D:-Intestine
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question182:-Dr.A.P.J. Abdul Kalam is the author of the book
        A:-The Four Fires

        B:-The Wings of Fire

        C:-The Heart of the Matter

        D:-None of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question183:-The Environment protection Act was passed by the Parliament of India in the year
        A:-1996

        B:-1976

        C:-1986

        D:-2006
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question184:-Which of the following is the National Aquatic Animal of India?
        A:-Blue Whale

        B:-Ganges Crocodile

        C:-River Dolphin

        D:-Olive Ridley Turtle
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question185:-The term ‘Fourth Estate’ refers to
        A:-Judiciary

        B:-Press

        C:-Parliament

        D:-President
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question186:-The gas used to extinguish fire is 
   
        A:-neon     

        B:-nitrogen 

        C:-carbon dioxide     

        D:-oxygen
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question187:-PERC is a hazardous chemical used widely in 
   
        A:-dry cleaning     
  
        B:-making of paper 
 
        C:-artificial ripening of fruits    

        D:-preservation  of food stuff
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question188:-Entharo Mahanu Bhavalu is a musical composition by 
   
        A:-Govinda Marar    

        B:-Muthu Swami Deekshitar

        C:-Thyagaraja Swami    
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        D:-Swathi Thirunal
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question189:-Which one of the following films directed by Satyajit Ray is based on the story Nastanter written by Rabindranath Tagore

   
        A:-Pathar Panchali    

        B:-Aparajita

        C:-Charuletha    

        D:-Apusansar
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question190:-In which House is the Presiding Officer, not a member of that House 
   
        A:-Rajya Sabha    

        B:-Lok Sabha

        C:-Vidhan Sabha    

        D:-Vidan Parished
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question191:-Sukanya Samridhi account will enable parents to open bank account of girls under 
   
        A:-12 years    

        B:-15 years

        C:-10 years    

        D:-18 years
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question192:-UNO declared 2020 as the International Year of 
   
        A:-Animal Health    

        B:-Plant Health 

        C:-Family Farming     

        D:-Yoga
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question193:-Which Indian State started lottery first time 
  
        A:-Tamil Nadu    

        B:-Sikkim 

        C:-Kerala     

        D:-Mumbai
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question194:-Which is the most abundant metal in the earth’s crust 
  
        A:-copper     

        B:-aluminum 

        C:-iron     

        D:-zinc
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question195:-Which of the following is a green house gas 
    
        A:-methane     
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        C:-nitrogen     

        D:-argon
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question196:-The branch of biology which deals with the systematic classification of living things is 
    
 
        A:-nomenclature     

        B:-classification 

        C:-taxonomy 

        D:-zoology
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question197:-Which of the following is a good sound absorber 
   
        A:-glass     

        B:-water

        C:-thermocol    

        D:-vacuum
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question198:-Solatium refers to 
   
        A:-Expenditure    

        B:-Bond

        C:-Compensation    

        D:-Surety
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question199:-Who is known as Indian Shakespeare
   
        A:-Kalidasan    

        B:-Bhawabhuthi

        C:-Banabhattan    

        D:-None of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question200:-Unacknowledged use of a resource is called 
    
        A:-vandalism     

        B:-agnosticism 

        C:-optimism     

        D:-plagiarism
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
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